Applied Informatics and Research Inc.
Applied Informatics and Research Inc sets the standard for Safety Systems Product Development and
Maintenance in support of Proactive Safety initiatives as well as Post Incident Analysis. Its people individually and
collectively, have many years of front line experience in their respective areas of specialization.
We are an Approved Maintenance Organization (AMO) with application to DFDR and CVR Annual Checks and
Return to Service.
Digital Flight Data Recorder 3,000 Hour or 12 Month Correlation Check
and
Cockpit Voice Recorder 3,000 Hour or 12 Month Functional and Intelligibility check.
Avionics maintenance functions are a critical part of your Aircraft operations. Applied Informatics and Research
Incorporated (AIRINC) offers cost effective and high quality Annual Readout and Correlation checking of digital
Flight Data Recorder and the also Functional and Intelligibility checking of Cockpit Voice recorders. The
requirement for these specific maintenance actions are contained within CAR's. Specifically 551.100 and 551.101
Under "Conforming to Airworthiness” Manual Chapter 551 Subchapter C, the maintenance actions references are
found in CAR Standard 625 Appendix C References 15, 16, 17 ( schedules 2, 3, 4, 5 ). Presently, we provide these
services in a Transport Canada Approved Authorized Facility, that being Under AMO 42-13 providing Flight
Recorder Correlation Checks, CVR Intelligibility checks and CVR/FDR Functional checks for return to service with
normal and AOG service.
AIRINC is currently one of the few Honeywell authorized Playback and Return to Service Centers in North
America. We are the only facility in Canada to have complete access to the Honeywell Flight Recorder product
line. With this access it enables AIRINC to offer customers a one stop facility for all their Flight Recorder needs. In
addition, AIRINC is approved for L3 and Universal Avionics as a Playback and Return to Service Centre.
Whether you are looking for a cost effective alternative to your current supplier for these checks or it is
“Time for Change” regarding how you look at your entire flight data analysis needs and functions, our
organization represents a singular solution provider with the required Certification for all of your flight data
related requirements. This can represent significant saving when contrasted with “multi-vendor” or “in-house”
options.
Our Flight Analysis System (FAS) is a complete and powerful flight data analysis tool suite which processes various
types of recorded flight information for Analysis and Presentation with special application to Animation.
We also provide the following cost effective Flight Data Monitoring Services to various international customers
including Air Canada;







Full implementation of a managed service, eliminating the need for highly specialized internal FDM
technical expertise
Customizing service to suit airlines specific operations
Preparing investigative assistance for significant flight safety events
Producing standard or customized reports
Providing access to highly qualified experts who can design new measurements and processes

Please feel free to contact us directly for a free assessment and quotation.

Applied Informatics and Research Inc.
205 Catherine Street, Suite 400, Ottawa K2P1C3

+ 1 613 749 1015 Ext 401

sales@airinc.ca

www.airinc.ca

Applied Informatics & Research Inc.

ANNUAL FDR/CVR
MAINTENANCE
READOUT SERVICE
CORE FEATURES
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

FDR Correlation Check (physical unit replay or
drag & drop e-service)
CVR Operational & Intelligibility
analysis and CPDLC Datalink
All work is performed under a
Transport Canada TC and EASA Approved
Maintenance Organization (AMO)
US Customers note TC AMO is
bilaterally accepted in the USA
Underwater Locator Beacon
testing and recertification
Physical units next-day shipping
Reports completed within 5 business days

WHY AIRINC

➢ Largest group of Canadian Subject-

EXPLORE OUR
MCL and
CERTIFICATIONS

matter experts with extensive experience
in flight recorder facilities at major
airlines and government

➢ Advanced in-house software

development capabilties and extensive
data frame library. We cover all Western
Flight Recorders

➢ Extensive knowledge of all flight

recorder types (FDR/CVR/QAR). We
support initial installation certification

➢ Extensive government and airline Flight
Data Analysis experience makes us a
significant asset to your organization

Learn more at

www.AIRINC.ca
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FASTER

REPLAY, TRACE AND ENGINEERING SYSTEM
FOR FLIGHT AND QAR DATA

Seamlessly import and replay flight data recorder files downloaded
directly from Flight Data Recorders QAR/DAR/DFDR
> Decode both flight recorder
binary data and tabular data
> Produce graph and plot
presentations
> Capability to distribute your
data content via web browsers
> Tailored to your needs, with
programmable conditional
search tools
> Hundreds of data frames
supported

Import and Replay Functions for the following recorders and data standards*
ARINC 717 (packed) | ARINC 717 (unpacked) | ARINC 767 | Avionica TSC | Comma-separated values | FAS Project File | FLYHT
AFIRS220 | FLYHT AFIRS228 | GE RDF (ARINC717) | GE RDF (ARINC 767) | Honeywell DLU | L3 F1000 (FDT) | L3 F800 (FDT) | L3
FA2x00 (FDR) | L3 SRVIVR | L3 uQAR | Penny & Giles MPFR | Penny & Giles SSQAR | Sagem QAR | Simulator-Replay CSV |
Teledyne
ledyne Vision FDB/VDB | Teledyne WQAR
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WebFASTER

WEB ENABLED INTERACTIVE APPLICATION VIEWER

Designed in conjunction with
FASTER, WebFASTER is a web
enabled interactive viewer that
supports all flight data formats*
and enables data loading and
distribution in all commercial
browsers. Flight data available
at your fingertips!

Key Features
> Distribute data via web browsers and
share in a secure fashion to members
of your organization without the need
to install multiple copies of software
on your staff computers

EXPERIENCE OUR
INTERACTIVE
DEMO

> Easily add additional parameters
to the list and traces as
necessary
> Secure web based distribution
makes it simple to disseminate data
plots and animations
WebFASTER currently supports the following browsers:
Learn more at
www.AIRINC.ca
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